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Society
Safety-related Activities
Health and safety policies and ISO 45001
certification

Checks on the state of the work site
by the top management and the workforce
In conjunction with the National Occupational Safety Week

Fundamental Policy on Health and Safety

(July), National Occupational Health Week (October) and

Based on its people-oriented management philosophy

the Company carries out on-site assessments that involve

the DAIDO METAL GROUP does its utmost to protect the

cooperation between top management and the workforce.

health and safety of its valued employees. Maintaining

In terms of safety, the Company checks the status of

high levels of employee safety is a top company priority,

countermeasures and of activities to mitigate risk in

and the Company invests whatever management

workplaces where accidents have occurred. In terms of

resources are required to maintain the highest possible

health, the Company strives to maintain a good working

levels of safety.

environment in the workplace by improving the working

the New Year’s Disaster Prevention Program (January),

environment with regard to heatstroke, noise, and other
Having adopted a management philosophy that places great

problems, and in particular by confirming the measures to

emphasis on people, the Company engages in occupational

prevent the spread of COVID-19. In terms of education, the

health and safety activities aimed at completely eliminating

top management and the workforce hold meetings regarding

workplace accidents. With our

the details of on-site managers’efforts and provide advice to

focus on the Company’s major

promote increased safety awareness.

production sites in Japan,
we first gained Occupational
Health and Safety Assessment
Series (OHSAS) certification in
2003, and our occupational
health and safety management
systems were certified as
compliant with the ISO 45001
international standard in
September 2020.
Certificate number: JQA-OH0045

Scope of certification:
Operations certified under ISO 45001
◦ DAIDO METAL CO., LTD.
･Headquarters
･Inuyama Site Office
･Gifu Plant
◦ DAIDO METAL SALES CO., LTD.
◦ DAIDO LOGITECH CO., LTD.
◦ Daido Plain Bearings Co., Ltd.
◦ Daido Industrial Bearings Japan Co., Ltd.

State of improvements in the working
environment

Promoting safety checks through
equipment audits
As part of the DAIDO METAL GROUP’s safety activities,
checks on the safety of facilities and of workers are
implemented when facilities are installed. In addition,
the Company aims to create even safer equipment by
having workers perform the work on the equipment that
will actually be installed and implementing improvements
after listening to the opinions of designers, fabricators and
workers.

The DAIDO METAL GROUP uses processes such as
cutting and pressing to machine its products, and in some
workplaces this results in noise. In such workplaces,
measurements of the working environment are taken every
six months in accordance with laws and regulations, and
actions are taken to improve noisy workplaces.
With regard to these actions for improvement, the CALME
sound-absorbing material manufactured and sold by DAIDO
METAL GROUP company NDC Co., Ltd. is also used, and
companies cooperate within the Group to achieve results.
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Serving Customers

Social Contribution Activities

							

							

Supporting a school for supplementary
instruction

Quality Control (QC) policy for FY2020

Quality certification and awards

Acceptance of corporate interns

Quality (customer satisfaction) is the most important issue

Daido Metal Mexico, S.A. de C.V. and Daido Metal Czech

At the request of high schools in Gujo City, Gifu, where the

across all aspects of our operations, and every year the

s.r.o. obtained the“Ford Q1 Award”under Ford’s supplier

Company’
s Gifu Plant is located, we accepted corporate

DAIDO METAL GROUP determines a QC policy with the

certification system. This award is given only to companies

interns under a“dual system”as part of our educational

Daido Metal Mexico also provides financial assistance

objective of thoroughly instilling this approach within the

found to fulfill the highest level of quality requirements

activities. Every Thursday from September to November, two

to support the operation of a school for supplementary

Company.

when inspected to confirm whether their quality

high school students

instruction in Mexico’
s Guadalajara area.

management systems reach the level expected by Ford.

went to the site and

product quality in line with the slogan:“Always manufacture

As a result of the addition of these two locations, a total

were given experience

anniversary this year. It provides supplementary Japanese

and deliver products featuring better quality in alignment

of six locations in the DAIDO METAL GROUP are currently

of the actual work

language classes on par with those of schools in Japan for

with customer needs and exemplify the concept of‘quality

recipients of this certification.

carried out, mainly

the children (elementary and junior high school students,

In FY2020 the Company engaged in initiatives to increase

is life’”.

The Group also won“Quality Control Excellence Awards”

light duties.

from Toyota Motor Corporation and Hino Motors, Ltd.

This school, established in 1981, celebrates its 40th

Interns gaining work experience

DQC* Circle Convention
to promote QC Circle activities

Participating in local cleanup activities at
the Inuyama Site Office

We held our DQC Circle Convention on December 10,

Every year the Company's Inuyama Site Office participates

2020. Although this is an annual tradition, due to the impact

in river cleanup activities that take place as part of a

of COVID-19, in FY2020 it was held in the form of an online

local event. We have been involved in these river cleanup

event accompanied by presentation materials, including

activities for over five years,

audio data, in which outstanding examples of improvements

which we tackle as part of our

from the various production sites were presented. The top-

environmental responsibilities

rated QC Circles received additional rewards. Invitations

due to wastewater also being

for reciprocal training at affiliated companies in Indonesia

discharged from the Company’
s

and China were granted to the gold and silver prize winners

locations into this river.

						

COVID-19, these trips have been postponed.
We will continue to enhance our problem-solving abilities

Quality training for selected employees

and improve operations through these QC Circle activities

The quality training for selected employees that began in

with the aim of creating a more fulfilling workplace for

October 2018 was carried over into FY2020, but training

employees.

intended for the first half was postponed due to the

* DQC stands for Daido Metal Quality Control.

impact of COVID-19, and the 4th round of this training

Japanese companies operating in the area, and supplies an
educational environment that gives peace of mind to families
accompanying the employees of these companies during
their overseas secondment.

Junior high school students in the second
year reporting what they have learned

Completion of new“J-BLOCK”cafeteria
[BBL Daido Private Limited]

At the Company’
s base in India, BBL Daido Private Limited

Daido Metal Czech team members celebrating their award

to the bronze prize winner. However, due to the impact of

as well as nursery school attendees) of employees of

Children taking part in a sports day

River cleanup activity

respectively, and an invitation to attend a lecture at the QC
Circle National Convention in Fukuoka, Japan was granted

[Daido Metal Mexico]

Activities of Overseas Group
Companies

Social contribution activities and local contribution activities

“BBLD”
(
), a reception was held on October 26, 2020 to
mark the completion of a new cafeteria. After Hindu prayers
lasting around an hour, the participants were provided with
a celebratory breakfast.
This new cafeteria is an upgrade to the previous facility,

Distributing stationery to children

which had become too small for the increased number of

[Daido Metal Mexico]

employees. It also enhances staff benefits by switching from

Those selected for training spent six months away from

As part of the benefits provided by Daido Metal Mexico,

to be offered to employees. It is also fully equipped with

their workplaces to study the Group’s approach to quality

which serves as the Company’
s base in Mexico, the company

individual lockers for valuable items, a meeting room, a

management, and subsequently gave presentations on

distributes a variety of stationery products to employees

lounge, and an area for guest meals.

the results. Going forward, these trainees are expected to

who have children joining nursery, elementary, or junior high

educate co-workers in their various workplaces by putting

school at the start of the new school year in the middle of

Group, was S. Anantharamakrishnan (known as“J”
), who

August. In 2020 we distributed such items to the equivalent

provided food to the poor and established a number of

of 175 children.

schools and universities to further the education of the people.

was not implemented until the second half of FY2020.

into practice the knowledge that they have acquired.

catering to cooking on the premises, thus enabling hot food

It is our hope that this will provide support to the young
people who will make up the next generation of leaders for

The founder of BBLD’
s local partner, the Amalgamations

In his honor the cafeteria has been named“J-BLOCK”in
reference to his nickname“J”
.

Mexico’
s economy and industry.
Presentation of improvement examples

Distributing stationery to eligible
employees
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Guide to distribution of stationery
Exterior of the new cafeteria
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Close up

Promoting Social Contribution
Providing food support during lockdown

Charitable activities on behalf of orphanages

[BBL Daido Private Limited]

[Daido Metal Russia LLC]

In April 2020 when the whole of India was locked down as a

Daido Metal Russia LLC, which

measure to prevent the spread of COVID-19, BBLD provided

serves as the Company’
s

food support to 150 poor households in the neighborhood.

base in Russia, gave presents
to children in an orphanage
in the town of Gorodets in
December 2020.

Initiatives to provide people with
disabilities opportunities to work on a farm,
and activities developed through
growing vegetables

H

ere we report on the activities of the Daido Metal Joyful

Children receiving presents

Participating in the school supplies
donation campaign
Food support for the neighborhood

[Daido Metal U.S.A. Inc.]

Solar panels begin operation

Every year, Daido Metal U.S.A. Inc., which serves as the

[Dyna Metal Co., Ltd.]

Company’
s base in the U.S.A., participates in a campaign

Dyna Metal Co., Ltd., which serves as the Company’
s base in

of United Way, an NPO that

Farm, which began operation in June 2020. DAIDO METAL is

a manufacturing company with absolutely no prior experience in
growing vegetables, and initially we struggled to grow vegetables
the way we wanted. The farm staff studied by reading books and
conducting research on the internet, and little by little developed
their skills in vegetable cultivation.

T

he vegetables harvested in this way were sold within the Company as part
of our system of benefits. The farm staff were nervous at first, but over the
course of time they found enjoyment in their interactions with employees, and
began to smile naturally.
All profits obtained from the sale of the vegetables were donated via the
Japan Red Cross Society to areas damaged by the torrential rains of July 2020.

titled“Stuff the Bus”
, which is sponsored by a local branch

Thailand, began the operation of solar panels in January 2021.

operates around the globe.
In August 2020 the company

Overview of solar panel power generation

donated school supplies to

◦Location of installation: roof of No.1 and No.2 factories

children considered to be in

◦Total installed surface area: 5,454m²

need of community assistance.

◦Annual generation capacity: 1,369,968kWh
◦Reduction effect (1): A
 nnual reduction in CO2 of approx.
5,370,273kg
◦Reduction effect (2): A
 nnual reduction in electricity costs of
approx. 4.8 million baht (expected to be
around 10% of electricity purchased by
Dyna Metal Co., Ltd.)

The idea behind this
campaign is to fill a school
bus with donations from the
local community.

School supplies for donation to children

Implementing cleanup activity
[Daido Metal U.S.A. Inc.]

By deploying solar panels
we will raise employees’
energy-saving awareness,

In August 2020 Daido Metal U.S.A. Inc. performed cleanup

reduce environmental

activities on a native American burial mound discovered in

impacts and CO2 emissions,

Ohio, leaving trees, grasses and wildflowers, but removing

and significantly cut costs.

thickly growing

Solar panels after installation

Charitable support for nurseries and schools

weeds.
The company

[Daido Metal Russia LLC]

also made picnic

In June 2020 Daido Metal Russia LLC made charitable

local people in the

donations towards the 22nd nursery school and 17th school

neighboring park.

tables for the use of

in the town of Zavolzhye for the renovation of the buildings,
and the purchase and repair of necessary facilities.

Donation of oxygen concentrators to town
hospital

Donations to NPO

[Daido Metal U.S.A. Inc.]
At the Bellefontaine branch of Daido Metal U.S.A. Inc., a

[Daido Metal Russia LLC]

donation of $2,278 was made to United Way of Logan

In November 2020 Daido

donation will be used to provide funding for essential

Metal Russia LLC responded

resources in the local community, such as food banks,

to the COVID-19 pandemic by

homeless shelters, women’
s shelters, libraries, and many

making a charitable donation

other necessary services.

B

ecause the volume of vegetables harvested
has increased, as a new form of social
contribution we began supplying vegetables
to “children’s cafeterias” that provide meals to
children. At the time, the children’s cafeteria
in the neighborhood close to the Company
had suspended operations due to the impact
of COVID-19, and when we searched for
organizations that were continuing their
activities, we discovered the “Shiminship net”
NPO, which provides study support to junior
high school students and operates a children’s
cafeteria every Saturday in Owariasahi City,
Aichi. The farm sent vegetables together
with a message from staff, and the children’s

cafeteria sent back photos of the cooking
and a message of thanks to the farm. Having
somebody eat and enjoy the produce provides
additional encouragement to those involved in
the daily task of growing vegetables.

I

n addition, the Shake Hands NPO, which is
based in Inuyama City, Aichi and to which the
Company has a connection via its pro bono

activities, has resumed its children’s cafeteria,
and the farm is now supplying it with vegetables.
As it is only 10 minutes from the Company’s
Inuyama Site Office by car, the vegetables are
delivered by hand soon after harvesting.

A

nother initiative we have implemented is the purchase of supermarket
food vouchers using profits from the sale of vegetables within the
Company, which are then donated to children’s cafeterias. As the range of
materials and seasonings that can be used increases, the cafeterias have been
able to create more colorful menus full of nutritional meals.

We will continue to expand activities that will
please both local residents and employees.

County in 2020, an equivalent of $65 per employee. This

for the purchase of two oxygen
concentrators for the intensive
care unit of the town’
s hospital.
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Personnel Training

Promoting Diversity (Initiatives Regarding Diversity)

Employee training programs

◦ Empowering women in the workforce

issues that have emerged, but also incorporating them into action

The Company has drawn up an action plan based on the Act

plans to enable more medium- to long-term reform initiatives.

The Group provides position-specific training and global

institution, Daido Metal College is a special training facility

on Promotion of Women’s Participation and Advancement in

◦ Employing workers with disabilities

study experiences so that employees can perform roles

which continuously provides training focused on passing

the Workplace covering FY2019 to FY2022 and disclosed it

The Company’s ongoing recruitment efforts involve targeting

and develop skills suited to the stage of their career.

on knowledge, technology and skills accumulated by the

on the Company’s website.

special-needs schools in its recruitment drives and using

Serving as the Company’s in-house educational

Company.

DAIDO METAL CO., LTD. Action Plan
DAIDO METAL established the following action plan to allow the selection of various
working styles with the aim of creating a workplace where its diverse personnel are
able to make the most of their own unique characteristics and abilities, in accordance
with the Act on Promotion of Women’s Participation and Advancement.

■ Daido Metal Training Structure
Position-specific Training
Top Management

Executive Officer training

Division Managers

Selective training

Departmental
Managers

Departmental Manager training

Follow-up training for
newly hired employees

Training for Supervisor
candidates II

Training for second-year employees

Training for Supervisor
candidates I

Training for third-year employees

Technical instruction

Overseas short-term
study abroad system
for language study

General skilled
worker course

Newly Hired
Employees

Overseas risk
management
seminars
Global
production
training

Management program
Self-improvement training

1. Period of the plan
April 1, 2019 - March 31, 2023
2. Issues related to the Company
<Hiring> Number of women applying for career track positions and number of
women hired for those positions are too low.                    
<Placement> The placement of women in career track positions is limited.                                 
<Continued employment> The average years of continuous service by females (6
years) is low, being half that of men (11 years).

Mid-level and
entry-level
courses for
career track
employees

General Employees

Management training
prior to overseas
secondment

Daido Metal College Courses

International personnel
development system

Experienced
Employees

Global

Training for newly hired employees

The Company’s Health Management Initiatives

3. Details of targets, initiatives and implementation period
・Target 1: Aim to increase the proportion of female employees hired for career track
positions to at least 20% for administrative roles and at least 10% for technical roles.
<Details of initiative>
・From

2019: Actively use female recruiters to increase the number of women hired.
Increase the number of female recruiters at the same time.
・Target 2: Work to balance childcare and career, and to foster an appropriate
workplace environment and corporate culture
<Details of initiative>
・From 2019:Conduct meetings with the departments in question to understand
issues related to assigning female employees, and formulate measures
and specific action plans to address them.
・From 2021: Placement in at least one location.
・From 2022: Placement in more than one location.
・Target 3: For career track employees hired 9-11 years ago, increase the level of
continuous employment of female employees to more than 0.8x of the level of male
employees. 
<Details of initiative> 
・From 2019: Implement training for managers.
・From 2019: Draw up measures to support career formation. Implement a
networking organization for women.
・From 2020: Based on the outcomes of the awareness survey, formulate measures
and specific action plans to address them.

Under these initiatives the Company has set and is pursuing

Health and productivity
management statement

Work style reform

After people with disabilities join the Company, we strive to
develop a pleasant and satisfying workplace that involves
seeking the advice of job coaches from vocational centers
for people with disabilities and also seeking the advice of
employment support professionals from employment and
livelihood support centers for people with disabilities.
Since June 2020 the Company has been leasing a
communal farm (in the Shimozue district of Komaki City,
Aichi) associated with S-Pool Plus, Inc. and opened Daido
Metal Joyful Farm to implement initiatives that entail directly
hiring people with disabilities. Vegetables harvested on
the farm are donated to nearby children’s cafeterias, and
the profits from selling vegetables within the Company are
donated to areas hit by natural disasters, thus enhancing our
social contribution activities.

◦ Recruitment of foreign employees
For new graduate recruitment for career track employees, we
have continued to hire foreign employees in recent years. We
hired two foreign graduates in both FY2020 and FY2021.
The Company also provides a Technical Internship System for
Overseas Personnel and currently there are approximately 20

numerical targets for the proportion of female new graduates

technical interns. This activity is based on our desire for these

hired as career track employees, the expansion of roles to

interns to utilize the practical techniques, skills and knowledge

Since November 2016 our management and workforce have

which female employees are assigned, and improvements in the

they have learned at the Company for the economic

The Company established the“Daido Metal Group Health

been spearheading ongoing activities. Specifically, as well

length of continuous service of female career track employees.

development of their home countries after they leave Japan.

and Productivity Management Statement”in October 2018.

as ensuring that employees go home at the set time every

With regard to expanding roles to which female employees

In recent years there have been an increasing number of cases

The key objectives are: 1. Achieving workplace health by

Wednesday, the Company encourages employees to plan

are assigned, in April 2020 the Company assigned four new

in which those who have completed the technical internship

executing work style reforms through cooperation between

for and take their paid leave by setting targets in terms of

female graduates to career-track roles in sales, the first time in

(three years of internship) go on to undertake another technical

management and the workforce; 2. Achieving emotional

the number of days of paid leave employees should take on

its history. In 2021 two female career track employees were

internship resulting in a total of five years of study.

health by thorough mental health education for line

a quarterly basis, and subsequently issuing yellow, orange

posted overseas for the first time, showing that the range of

management, thorough self-care education, and strengthening

and red card warnings to employees who fall short of such

◦ Revamping the career courses for experts

participation by women is gradually expanding.

In April 2020 we completely revamped and restarted

measures based on results of stress checks; and 3. Achieving

targets.

physical health by strengthening measures to prevent lifestyle
diseases, and activities to encourage the habit of exercise.

Mental health education for
line management

The Company has also been gradually lowering the annual

year, for all managers. While deepening the understanding
of mental health that is required of managers, this training

The Company introduced a“Job Return System”in 2016,

the operation of career courses for experts, so that staff

thus putting in place an environment to enable women who

with a high level of specialist knowledge are treated in

upper limit on the number of overtime hours with regard

leave the company temporarily to get married, or because

the same way as those in management positions. We will

to overtime and holiday work agreements (agreements

their spouse has been reassigned, or for childbirth or

create career advancement opportunities for those not in

pursuant to Article 36 of the Labor Standards Act),

childcare purposes, to return and demonstrate their abilities

managerial roles, leverage their high level of technical ability,

leading to reviews of operations and promoting efficiency

within the Company over a long period.

and use this to enhance the Company’s competitiveness.

improvements.

◦ Implementing Employee Satisfaction (ES) survey

◦ Initiatives involving human rights

As a rule this is implemented on an ongoing basis, twice a
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AICHI Shogaisha Koyo Sogo Support Desk of Aichi Prefecture.

Improving employee health

In August 2020 we implemented an Employee Satisfaction

The Company established the“Guidelines on Human Rights”

(ES) survey to communicate the general level of satisfaction

in January 2019 with the aim of promoting initiatives that

among employees and direct feedback from staff to

embody respect for human rights and individuality by striving to

helps them grasp the factors leading to stress among their

In August 2019 we adopted thorough measures to prevent

management so as to further facilitate bidirectional

maintain a safe and secure working environment that enables

subordinates, and teaches them the techniques to deal with

passive smoking by prohibiting smoking indoors. The

communication, as well as to visualize areas that could be

each and every employee to exercise their full potential.

it as an organization. The Company has also set a rule to the

Company’s health insurance association is also organizing an

improved, form specific actions for improvement, and use

We will keep informing our employees, educating them, and

effect that individuals who exceed a certain number of hours

initiative to maintain and improve health through the use of

this to make effective investments going forward.

engaging in corporate activities based on these guidelines.

of overtime for consecutive months must undergo a health

an app to encourage regular walking. Many employees are

While implementing actions to address specific points of

check and talk with an occupational physician.

participating with the goal of achieving an average of 8,000

improvement brought to the Company’s attention by the ES

steps a day for two months.

survey, management is not only creating measures to address the
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Guidelines on Human Rights
https://www.daidometal.com/company/human_rights_
policy/
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